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 At the time of this publication, WhatsApp is the most popular messaging application which provides you with the facility to chat and share the images or videos with all your friends and family members. Before transfer the messages you have to save the messages in the SD card. If the messages are stored on the phone, then you can also use this tool to transfer WhatsApp messages. WhatsApp android
iPhone transfer tool is the best WhatsApp message transfers tool. This software is very easy to use, simple and straightforward tool for WhatsApp to PC transfer. WhatsApp Android message transfer tool is a wonderful choice to transfer WhatsApp data on your PC as it is compatible with all versions of Android ( Android 4.4.4 and above) and iOS (8.1 or above). It also helps you to transfer WhatsApp
data on your system in a few simple steps. You can easily install WhatsApp messenger on your PC by using this software. The WhatsApp to PC transfer is not just limited to the WhatsApp app but also supports all the other Android messaging apps such as Facebook Messenger, Google Messenger, Skype, and Telegram. You can use this application to transfer your WhatsApp messages, calls, contacts
and other data from iPhone to PC and vice versa. You can easily transfer WhatsApp from iPhone to PC or WhatsApp from Android to PC using this software. The transfer process of WhatsApp messages from iPhone to PC or WhatsApp from PC to iPhone is very simple and straightforward. This tool is compatible with all versions of Android ( Android 4.4.4 and above) and iOS (8.1 or above). On

the other hand, WhatsApp to Android or Android to WhatsApp is not supported by this tool. The WhatsApp to PC transfer or PC to WhatsApp transfer is only supported on Windows platform. The application is not just limited to the above features. This tool can also be used to recover contacts, messages and all other data from iPhone to PC or WhatsApp from PC to iPhone. However, the
application also provides a paid version which is called “Ultimate”. The “Ultimate” version includes all the features of the free version. Some of the features are listed below: You can share multiple contacts at the same time from your iPhone to PC. There is a built-in Google search to find your contacts and messages. You can use this tool to transfer contacts, messages, chats, stickers and all other

features from your iPhone to PC. There are backup and restore options. There is also a built-in history option which helps you to find your 82157476af
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